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Tecton is not an architect. It is the name of a group of seven architects whose average age is under thirty. The word is Greek and means ‘carpenter,’ and so, by extension, ‘builder.’ It is a good name. We need more builders; if there had been more builders and fewer architects during the past hundred-odd years, we would probably not be facing the necessity of getting out from under the accumulated scrap pile of paper architecture to resume building.¹

—George Nelson

This paper concerns an episode in the history of group architectural practice. In particular, I investigate the history of the Tecton architectural partnership, which was the first architectural group practice in Western Modernism. Group architectural practice, I argue, is the outcome of three historical narratives: the shifting identity of the architectural professional in England; the idealistic philosophy of Berthold Lubetkin; and the availability of analogous models in the medical practice. The first and only true group project by Tecton—a proposal for a Chest Clinic in East Hamm—will serve as my principle architectural example. Through this research we can acknowledge the distance between the original ideal of group practice as collaborative conversation and its more recent ideal as functional production.

Ultimately, my argument, which will not be fulfilled herein, is that the collaborative intentions of Tecton exemplified the very idea of critical practice in the Modern Movement, but that this was insufficient insofar as it failed to acknowledge the rhetorical practice that speculative works demands. The unspoken premise of these unsaid thoughts on architecture, which are adopted from philosophical hermeneutics, is that the knowledge appropriate to the critical method (sophia) is incomplete without that of the rhetorical (phronesis).²

INTRODUCTION BY WAY OF AN EXHIBITION
In January 1938, the Modern Architectural Research Group, aka. The MARS Group, installed its first and only exhibition in the New Burlington Galleries. The exhibition gave a public venue to a collection of architects dedicated to promoting European Modernism in England, and in particular, the so-called International Style. George Bernard Shaw penned the introduction to the catalogue, in which he mixed wit and prophesy. “The MARS Group,” he wrote, “represents a violent reaction against impressive architecture. It has no religion to impose; and however it may operate incidentally as an advertisement of wealth and respectability, this is not its object. It considers health and convenience not only of the inmates but of their neighbours and of the whole town, as far as it is allowed to have its own way, though of course it is often baffled on this point just as Christopher Wren was... Martian architecture is part of a new artistic movement.”³

The MARS Group represented, at least to Shaw, an anti-heroic return to the concerns of the public body, especially its health and well-being.

The sense of Shaw’s wit is apparent when we happen upon the portion of the exhibition on public health in which the MARS group slips metonymically into the mythology of MARS contra the Venus de Milo (Aphrodite of Melos). The photograph exemplifies a rhetorical image in which, depending on the circumstances (or context), the referent (or message) dramatically changes. The photograph shows the analogy of health between bodies and buildings, but as suggested above, it also shows the mythological antithesis between Venus and Mars. However, insofar as the torso of Venus exemplifies the type of twist known as contrapposto, it is also the visual form of rhetorical antithesis.⁴ This notion of a formal antithesis is accentuated when we see that the model of the building exhibited below displays an analogous twist, albeit a kind of twist more proper to architectural plans and sites.⁵ These various referents—the medical, the mythological, and the formal—I want to argue, do not contradict one another so much as add to a rich and robust rhetorical understanding of a project loosely defined by antithesis.

The architectural project on display is the East Hamm Chest Clinic, the first and only true collaborative work accomplished by the Tecton architectural group. While the exhibition occurred in January 1938, the project for the Chest Clinic occurred five years earlier, in November 1932. An interpretation of its significance requires a foray into the origins of the group.

THE ORIGINS OF TECTON
The Tecton architectural group practice was formed in 1932 with seven original members: Berthold Lubetkin, Godfrey Samuel, Val Harding, Michael Dugdale, Anthony Chitty, Francis Skinner, and Lindsay Drake.⁶ The formation of the group was guided by several external pressures, which I will introduce here, but explain more fully below. First, the formation of Tecton was a response to the professional situation
of six young English architects who were among the first to graduate from university into a profession defined officially by the title of the Registered Architect. Second, it was a response to the émigré status of Lubetkin, who as a Non-Englishman, and despite his extraordinary experience in Russia and Europe, was prevented from working as an architect without an English partner. Only after these pressures formed the group was it seen as a collection of like-minded progressives and a platform for the social engagement of the architect and his work.

THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION IN ENGLAND
In the early decades of the 20th century in England, architects were expected to enter the profession and, after a period as a salaried assistant. Establish a private practice or partnership. With the economic slump after WWI, this part was increasingly difficult, and young architects more often found only lower paying work in the engineering or surveying departments of public authorities. The RIBA, which was established a century earlier to protect the privately practicing architect, was troubled by the apparent erosion of status that this signified, and actively campaigned to convince local officials to commission only architects in private practice. Sarah Walford described this tension between public and private architectural practice critically in her 2009 Ph.D. thesis. She points to the fact that, in 1921, the RIBA established a committee to investigate this relationship in favor of private practice, while in the same year, two separate organizations were formed to support the unionization of public architects and engineers, including the Architects’ and Surveyors’ Assistants’ Professional Union (ASAPU). The ASAPU set out its concerns in its inaugural pamphlet; “The Union is not concerned particularly with ARCHITECTURE as an Art or Profession. It desires to raise the general standard of the design, construction, and craft detail of BUILDING, and to ensure to the worker who produces these a standard of living compatible with his technical acquirements and skill.”

Organizing architecture as labor apart from traditional institutions only fanned the flames of discord, and the RIBA set upon a campaign to denigrate the publicly employed architect. Walford has shown how this campaign reflected a more general prejudice against labor. Partly, this was reflected in the ethics of financial contracts; where the private practitioner would garner fees based on the condition of a commission, the public employee accepted a wage regardless. For example, in an apology for the public worker that played off anti-colonialist sentiment, Maxwell Fry wrote “salaried architects [we]re... the slaves of their masters. That is the view which certain sections of the profession take. They refer to official architecture as something which is not so good as something which is called the ‘free field.’ The man who is bound must be inferior if he accepts slavery and practices a mutilated version of his free art.”

Ever since its founding, the RIBA had campaigned to protect the title of the architect, and with the professional stakes increasing throughout the 1920s it was finally possible to secure enough support from various constituencies for the Registration Act, which was passed in 1931. The act restricted the title of architect to those who met certain technical qualifications concerning employment in an English architectural practice. This effectively prohibited those who worked in public engineering and surveying offices from ever achieving the title, it also prohibited foreign architects from working in England without an English partner.

It cannot be overstated how significant it was that five of the six original English partners of Tecton completed their education at the AA in 1931 and were among the first graduates in England to enter into the profession defined, on the one hand, by the newly created Registration Act, and on the other hand, the economic conditions of the depression. Godfrey Samuel had graduated a year earlier and found some work as an independent architect, but the other five—Harding, Dugdale, Chitty, Skinner, and Drake—found little experience aside from drafting in public offices. Their prospects changed when the Samuel introduced the other five to Lubetkin at a lecture at the AA in 1931. By 1932, the seven architects, including Lubetkin, formed the Tecton group practice. No documentation of an original agreement exists, but Lubetkin’s biographers describe the way in which Tecton was—for him—an “opportunistic collaboration” and an “ad hoc... association.” Indeed, Lubetkin was in need of a legitimate way to practice architecture in England, and the AA graduates were in need of the experience that he could offer.

THE IDEALISM OF BERTHOLD LUBETKIN
Lubetkin was among the earliest and most active émigré architects in England in the 1930s, but the conditions of his arrival in 1931 were different from those who sought political refuge after 1933. Lubetkin’s life has been well documented by his biographer, John Allan. I will only touch on the aspects that are relevant to my argument here. By his arrival in England in 1931, Lubetkin had studied architecture in Moscow, Berlin, Marburg, Warsaw, and Paris. He had an architectural education that spanned from the VKhUTEMAS to Auguste Perret’s Atelier at the Palais du Bois, where he first made contact with Ernö Goldfinger. Their careers entwined from then on.

In 1926, Lubetkin and Goldfinger, along with three other pupils of Perret—Adrien Brelet, Andre Sive (András Szivesy), and Louis-Georges Pineau (Pinot)—formed a progressivist group called the International Architectural Collaboration (CIA) (Collaboration Internationale d’Architecture). The CIA only lasted for eight months; nevertheless, it was a significant first attempt at collaboration between the students of the Palais du Bois. The CIA invented ambitious plans to establish international conversations between architects and builders, and they sought participation from architects in Africa, Asia,
Europe, and North America.\textsuperscript{22} Lubetkin took a critical stance within the group and argued that fostering professional collaboration between the trades was insufficient to accomplish the aspirations of “modern thought,” and that at least as important was the mandate to “educate the masses”; in other words, a conversation about modern thought required modern education. The CIA, Lubetkin proposed, should establish what he called “education groups” in various nations that could allow people “to discover... subconscious thought, which is deformed by paradoxical appearances and erroneous habits.” These groups would be led by “artists, in the true sense of the word, that is to say, philosophers, makers of synthesis, people who are conscious of the great eternal and periodic laws that govern the world, and [who] are able to create following these laws.”\textsuperscript{23}

The circumstances that drew Lubetkin to London in 1931 involve a series of failed partnerships and the unfulfilled hopes of designing a house for Manya Harari in Hampstead,\textsuperscript{24} and while it is true that he would require English partners if he were to stay and practice architecture in London, he must also have thought that a group of recent graduates from the AA was his best opportunity to collaborate with a group of “artists, in the true sense of the word.”

**THE ANALOGY OF MEDICAL GROUP PRACTICE**

The first and only true collaborative work accomplished by the Tecton architectural group was the project for the Chest Clinic in November 1932. The original project never developed beyond a set of five presentation boards for a lecture by Dr. Phillip Ellman at the centenary conference of the British Medical Association (BMA) in November 1932.\textsuperscript{25} Dr. Ellman was a British physician, a specialist on tuberculosis, and a well-regarded member of the Executive Council of the Socialist Medical Association; furthermore, he was an close acquaintance of a Godfrey Samuel’s father. Lubetkin and Skinner recalled that the idea for the project was invented out of their interest in current debate, which at the time was not only about disease and public health, but also about the emergence of new models of health care.

In John Allan’s narrative of the project, Tecton relied on Godfrey Samuel to approach Ellman as a consultant on a theoretical project, the purpose of which was supposedly to give the group something to debate. In light of further research, however, this narrative proves to be incomplete.

Dr. Ellman was a significant figure in British medicine in the 1930s. He had studied with two leading specialists on tuberculosis, Marcus Paterson at the Colindale sanatorium and Marc Jacquerod in Lausanne, before returning to London in 1929 to practice and publish his first book in 1932, *Chest Disease in General Practice: With A Special Reference to Pulmonary Tuberculosis*.\textsuperscript{26} He was an ardent critic of London’s health providers and argued for the reorganization of tuberculosis dispensaries in the city, advising the adoption of a more general model for public pulmonary clinics that could more quickly diagnose and administer to a wider range of patients. His research also demonstrated the benefits of medical group practice. When he became the Medical Officer of East Ham he set out to build such an institution on the site of a late 19th c. hall of a Congregationalist church, which had burned down in 1924.\textsuperscript{27} By 1933, enough progress had been made toward his goal that Ellman was able to write that “much thought has been given to the erection of a clinic on modern lines, and plans have been submitted to the Ministry for their Consideration.”\textsuperscript{28} Two years later, in September 1935, a new general clinic in the “modern style” was dedicated on Katherine Road at the terminus of St. Stephen’s Road.\textsuperscript{29}

It is unclear when or to what extent the scheme from Tecton was involved with Ellman’s project for the general clinic in East Ham. Historians have followed from Skinner and Lubetkin in concluding that Tecton’s scheme was entirely speculative; an “ungainly” composition of “functionally” determined parts with a theoretically propitious program; ultimately intended only to demonstrate to themselves their collective method of rational research, analysis, and critique.\textsuperscript{30} However, a comparison of the schematic site plan to the site of Ellman’s 1935 clinic suggests that Tecton was working with specific knowledge of the site conditions—the alignment and fabric of the streets matched the existing conditions at Ellman’s site on Katherine Road. Tecton’s proposal for the Chest Clinic was not a theoretical or academic project; rather, it was either a direct illustration of Ellman’s intentions, or a failed bid for the construction of the clinic that was eventually built. The possibility that Tecton and Ellman did not establish the necessary rapport to continue with the project is patent in the tone of a 1935 project resume written by Lubetkin and Skinner:

As far as we were able to find out after some two or three weeks discussion of the programme and the subjects generally, Dr. Ellman’s greatest contribution to the subject up to date was the idea that tuberculosis dispensaries should, for psychological reasons, be referred to only as ‘chest clinics’; apart from this, he was like so many professional men, who, when confronted with the task of briefing an architect with the concrete programme for building, are quite unable to convey the fundamentals; however many ideas they may believe themselves to have on the subject, they very rarely show any grasp whatever of the planning problem as a whole, and can offer at best a number of bits and pieces of information and prejudice. However, we insisted on extracting details, and were at length able to arrive at an idea of the necessary component parts, stripped of all sentiment and trimmings.\textsuperscript{31}
For Lubetkin and Skinner, the most compelling part of the project was the invention of a “concrete programme” from only the most specious hints of a half-aware client. The three surviving phases of drawings that Tecton completed demonstrate that the role they assigned themselves was diagnostic. This was also the role that they represented on the boards, which can be understood primarily as a analysis of circulations and orientations. An architectural project, at least in its preliminary phases, was concerned with the diagnosis of a disorder, and, from this, the division and prescription of work to affect balanced change.

For Dr. Ellman, changing of the name of the project from a Tuberculosis Clinic to a Chest Clinic was a significant change that reflected his interest in transforming dispensaries into group medical practices which were accessible and attractive to the larger public. The idea of a group medical practice was also new at the time, and as in the architectural profession, it referred to the organization of various professionals into an arrangement of complementary labor for the benefit of care and cost. It was premised on the idea that doctors might pool resources and overhead while otherwise performing as if in private practice. Its precise delivery mechanism, along with its advantages and disadvantages, were too furiously debated to clarify its definition.

Historically, the idea of group medical practice was an American invention, where in an “atmosphere of fierce independence... [it] was viewed with skepticism and distrust.” The idea entered into English discourse in a serious way in a 1921 public debate on the future of the private clinic in the face of the growing public sector of the national economy. Throughout the 1920s, the ethical basis of medical practice hinged, in the words of the British Medical Journal, on the “the opportunity for the exercise of the most vital and important element in the practice of medicine—the human influence, the close personal association between [one] doctor and [one] patient.” The status of the individual practitioner was also linked to his or her fee structure, and the BMA dismissed the notion of any flat-fee or shared wage based arrangements as unethical, thereby rejecting the idea of a public system or any suggestion that the discipline of the medical professional was engaged in labor. Indeed, analogous to the RIBA, the BMA’s attitude toward salaried doctors reflected a larger prejudice toward labor in England. In 1930, the Socialist Medical Association was established to increase public access medical care, but also to represent salaried medical professionals, and the BMA conceded that group practice was effective, on the one hand, as a “preventive agent” against the most serious chronic ailments in a city, such as tuberculosis, and on the other hand, as a vehicle for the continuing education of medical professionals. The debate over group practice in the medical profession foreshadowed the debate in the architectural profession, which contributed to the identity of the Tecton group architectural practice.

THE SHIFTING IDEALS OF GROUP PRACTICE

I have argued that, at least in the case of Tecton, that group architectural practice was the outcome of three historical narratives: 1. the changing politics of the architectural profession in England; 2. the idealism of Berthold Lubetkin; and 3. the analogy between architectural and medical disciplines. All of these narratives add to the anti-heroic definition of group practice that is explicit in George Nelson’s comment and implicit in Bernard Shaw’s. All of these narratives, including the notion of the anti-heroic architect, play out in the project for the East Hamm Chest Clinic, which further analysis would show, offers itself up to more Romantic (or rhetorical) interpretations as well. However, in this conclusion, I would like to project beyond the early 1930s and hint at the trajectory with which the ideal of group architectural practice shifts from conversation to production.

In an interview in 1936 just after the major transition within the Tecton partnership, Lubetkin stressed his renewed interest in the idea of group practice. When asked “How is architectural practice changing?,” he replied that “group practice is clearly a sign of change”; furthermore, it is a sign of change for the better. According to, Lubetkin, group practice was preferable model because it offered “an arrangement to sponsor continuous self-education.” The value of group practice was in the way it promoted individual responsibility and mutual education, but this required that all members, he said, “accept voluntarily certain discipline... [so that] problems of personality, as far as the actual work is concerned, are subdued.” When asked to describe the largest challenges that faced this model, he couched his answers in terms of professional comportment. The largest challenge was, on the one hand, to teach the “traditional architect to be, architecturally speaking, less of a gentleman and more of a craftsman,” and on the other hand, “the modern architect might try to be a little more of a gentleman” and (presumably) less of a craftsman. Toward this end, he said, the “modern architect” should “abandon his theories of pure functionalism (in which incidentally he never really believed) and approach architecture as an artist who, at the same time, has a fundamental mastery of the technique of his art.” According to Lubetkin, the idea of group architectural practice came down to creating a decorum in conversation with others, the outcome of which was education.

In 1939, the journal Keystone published an article by R. D. Manning entitled “Groups, A plea for up-to-date organisation in large public offices, for the breaking up of bureaucracy, for improved conditions of service, and for the treatment of responsible assistants as architects.” Manning was the first to explicitly discuss the possible alignment between a group system and the public practicing architect. He examined the defects of the factory system and the essential features and benefits of good group working to either public or private architectural practice. In either case, Manning was critical
of the hierarchical nature of the system of principal architects, and he argued that with the subordination of assistants and staff, both employees and employers suffered, and that the work was susceptible to significant lapses of quality in the “group system,” agency would be distributed between six and ten individuals of varying ability who should work together on all aspects of a project, with the most senior member in charge of specifications and quantities. Direct involvement in all aspects would reduce errors and quality, with competition between groups within an office being an opportunity to raise standards. Salary frameworks would be restructured, and without principals, the differences would be less pronounced. At the top of the group system would be an administrative architect to maintain coherence in the office, and “his function should be definitely co-operative rather than autocratic.” Group practice, wrote Manning, had the potential to make “official employment what it very plainly is not now, a national architectural service which the community would soon learn to value, in which any architect could feel happy and proud to work.” Manning’s concern for the happiness of the official architect—the architect who is employed by the state and serves the community—was premised on a reevaluation of the ideal of group practice. According to Manning, group practice came down to functional relationships between complementary agents, which would prompt competition and reduce errors.

The contrast between Lubetkin and Manning illustrates the contrast between two ideals of group practice; on the one hand, the ideal of critical conversation, and on the other hand, the ideal of functional production. It is perhaps unjust to place these in historical sequence; nevertheless, it is the later sense that seems to be most apparent (and pernicious) in our contemporary practice.
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